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ArioPrint sells into growing
Pakistani market
Arioli SpA, the manufacturer of the
ArioPrint (digital textile printing machine),
has sold four machines to Sarena
Industries and one to Sapphire Textile in
Pakistan, and considers Pakistan as one of
the fastest growing markets in the world.

resolution which, according to Macchi,
“gives an opportunity to print very different solutions, starting from 300X300 dpi
up to 1200 X 1200 dpi and with all the
mixed resolution (300X600, 300X900,
300X1200 etc).”

Gianluca Macchi, Arioli, Area Sales
Manager said, “Pakistan is a very big
market, I would say the fastest growing
digital market in the world. Our machine
has 16 print heads which, due to its software and to the peculiarity of its print
heads (double channel - two colours
each), is able to perform almost like a 32head printer.”

While all electronic configurations and
hardware are Arioli’s own property, the
ArioPrint has an “open system” when it
comes to inks. “The customer can use all
the inks approved by Kyocera and the
machine can print on any kind of substrate (polyamide, silk, wool, cotton, viscose, polyester, etc), with a range of inks,
acid, reactive and disperse,” Macchi
added.

According to the company, the
advantages of the ArioPrint is that it has
“flexibility, productivity, quality and precision.” The machine is equipped with
Kyocera print heads KJ4B, with 300 dpi
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“The building philosophy which has
driven the ArioPrint project since the first
step, has always been oriented to create a
machine which was able to guarantee the

maximum stability and solidity, in order to
achieve the best jetting precision. A result
is a four-tonne machine, with monolithic
welded stainless steel, combined with an
aramid fibre belt equipped with an
advanced automatic system of measurement and positioning,” Macchi continued.
The ArioPrint can also be integrated
into the Group other product lines, such
as its steamers, washers and dryers.
The ArioPrint was recently shown and
FESPA 2017 in Hamburg, where the company also displayed its iQ-Digital, the
new digital hybrid machine for the DTF
industry.
Arioli SpA is represented in Pakistan by
Texsol Pvt Ltd and can be contacted at
amir.mirza@texsol.pk 

